


DITMAR  This system, said to be from the late
1940s,  is listed in MCS as German but is  in fact
Austrian. A brief note on it appeared in 15/413 and
Baukästen gives the maker as a Viennese company
called 'Ditmar-Brunner-Austria Email' (Email means
enamel). There seem to have been two basic sets
plus an add-on Gears outfit. The present account is
mainly based on the near complete parts from the
larger basic set, a  manual  for  it  from a separate
source, and various Ebay photos. The parts are a
little unusual in having Strips about ½" wide but
with holes at only 8.5mm pitch.

The  PARTS  On  the  facing  page,  from  the
Manual,  a  compressed  version  of  the  Illustrated
Parts, and a Parts List/Inventory. Some details of
the parts are given in the latter, and in the notes
that follow.  ● Material/Finish. The Plate #31 is
plain  aluminium,  all  other  parts  are  steel.  Axles,
threaded parts, & the Spring are plain steel; Pulleys
and  the  28  &  64mm Discs  are  red  (in  different
shades from a bright/lightish, to dull red-brown); and all the
other parts are painted a semi-matt black. ● Holes are mostly
3.6-3.7mm Ø but are 3.8mm in the Plate. Slotted holes are
7mm long except in the Slotted D/B #30.  ● The  thread is
M3.5.  ● Strips &  Brackets  are  12.5-12.7mm wide.  The  2h
Strip #12 is a Flat Bracket with one end hole slotted; all the
other Strips have both end holes slotted. ● The A/G is about
13½*13½mm o/a in section. The A/B #24 is about 14*14mm
o/a and unlike the A/G,  has radiused corners.  ● The  D/Bs
#25-29 are 5 to 1h deep respectively. The 1h is 13mm wide
o/a; the others are 18½mm. The Slotted D/B #30 is 15mm
wide, 14mm deep, and has an 8¾mm slot in one arm.  ● In
one Ebay set the 64mm Disc #33 matches the Plate in colour
and could also be aluminium.  ● Axles & the Crank Handle
#32 are 3.55mm Ø and have square ends. The latter is 26mm
long o/a with a 20mm offset.  ● The  Collar &  Coupling are
8mm Ø, 6 & 13mm long, double-tapped, with a 3.7mm bore.
They have a grey metallic finish.  ● The Pulleys have bosses
similar to the Collar, again in steel, but are painted & single-
tapped. The ring of peening has 4 impressed points.  ● N&B.
The  Bolts have 6.0mm Ø tapered cheeseheads and are 8 &
18mm  u/h.  The  pressed,  hexagon  Nut is  7.0mm  A/F,  &
2.1mm thick.  The  Grub Screw #56  is  3mm long.  ● The
Spanner is  106mm long.  ● The  Spring #54 is 3mm Ø &
22mm long. It is intended to tension cord drives but is very
stiff.  ● Parts not seen. The  Cord. The Hook. The  Screw-
driver, but from Ebay photos it scales at 149mm long. ● Gear
Set Parts. The only obvious Gear parts that can be seen in
the Ebay pictures to hand are 2 MÄRKLIN type  Gear Rings
that probably fit over the 2 Pulleys. Other possible parts seen
more than once in various sets are a Crank Handle with an

offset  about  1½  times  that  of
#32, and a 1*5*1 DAS. But these
items may not be DITMAR as the
Ebay sets in question also contain
some  obvious  'foreigners'.  ● A
Motor? Included in one Ebay lot,
the motor & transformer left. Most
of  the  considerable  number  of
parts  in  the  lot  were  clearly
DITMAR but included a little TRIX.

The SETS  The set in BK (p218) is the larger basic one and
is probably the one referred to in the Gear manual (see later)
as Größe 1 (Size 1). Its box is 26½*36½*3½cm. An example
of the smaller set seen on Ebay was in a box 22*30cm and
was called  'Größe 2'.  Both  have partitioned boxes  with  lids
similar to the Size 2 one top left. This box is the only one seen
which has an indication of size - it has 'GRÖSSE II' in tiny letters
in  the  top  righthand  corner  of  the  lid.  The  Set  Contents

opposite  are  for  Size  1.  The  Size  2  Ebay  ad  shows  the
equivalent manual page and though the individual letters can't
be  deciphered,  the  shapes  of  the  words  show  that  the
following parts are not in the Set: 3 A/Gs; 1 D/B, probably the
5h; & 2 Axles. Also the Slotted D/B line looks as if it has been
blocked out. The lid of the Gear Set is shown above and looks
to be about the same size as the No.2. Apart from the Gear
Rings, the parts in the one set seen on Ebay all look to be from
the basic range.

The MANUALS  The one for
the  Size  1 Set  has  48  un-
numbered pages,  212*146mm,
plus  covers.  The  covers  are
blank except for the front, right.
The  manual  is  basically  in
German but  the names of  the
models & a few other headings
are  given  in  English,  French,
Spanish & German. No mention of set size is made in it and so
it could date from a time when there was only the one basic
set. p1 has the Inventory, p2 is blank, pp3-8 have notes on 8
Basic Constructions shown on pp11-12, & building instructions
for the larger models, quite extensive for some of them. The
Illustrated Parts are on  pp9-10. 48 models are shown in the
remaining pages, from Nr.1 Chair on p13 to Nr.48 Inclined lift
on pp47-48. There is a line drawing for each, with a list of
parts needed and a few scrap views for the larger models. The
drawings for some of the larger models are too small to see all
the details clearly but no doubt the building instructions would
explain all. 

The models range from simple domestic items to 18 or so
larger ones, with a typical selection from the 'strip & rigid plate'
era, though there is only one (small) Crane, & only 3 vehicles,
a Tram, a Lorry, & a Tipping Trailer. Mechanical features are
generally limited to cord drives and a few linkages. The Trailer
is  shown  right,  full-size,  and  it  has  one  novel  feature,  the
tipping mechanism. In it a contrate engages a rack strip, with
N&B used for all the teeth (in a 28mm Disc & a formed Strip).
Two more models are shown on p1081, again full-size. The tup
spindle  in the Press is  a Screwed Rod running through the
double-tapping in a Collar which is clamped between 2 Strips.
The building instructions for  the Funicular  Railway have not
been included but it seems that the cars are joined by Cord
which runs  around the built-up pulleys  at  48c &  d,  but  no
means of driving them is provided. There is though a brake
with  a  cord  attached to  the  operating  lever  6  (a  9h  Strip)
which passes around the smaller  groove of  pulley 48d & is
then bolted to the frame (at the arrow in 48a). Another model
was shown in OSN 15.

The Size 2 manual has the same cover & page size as the
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Size 1 but nothing else is known of it, apart from the Inventory
page already mentioned. The Gear set manual seen on Ebay
looks to be the same size & has the same cover except that

the blue word across the bottom is GETRIEBEBAUKASTEN. Its
Intro mentions using the Set with the Size 1 outfit, & the other
page shown has a photo of the model on the lid with parts list.
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EDITORIAL  As  noted  previously  PDF  files  load  relatively
quickly and are often more convenient to print out. So when I
update the Database & Index on the OSN website I shall use
this format.

It  would  also  be  possible  to  send  the  original  files  to
anyone by email and this would allow the recipient to print out
with whatever layout was desired, and also to sort and filter
the data as required. Let me know if you would like one or
both  of  the files  and in  which  format  – OpenOffice .sxc  or
Microsoft .xls.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.
1. Snippet.  The  DITMAR  Motor  The  account  of  this
Austrian system in 36/1079
included  a  rather  poor
photo  of  a  motor,  and  it
wasn't  certain  that  it  was
actually  a  Ditmar  product.
Right,  a  rather  clearer
image of one definitely sold
as  Ditmar,  and  as  can  be
seen  the  name  is  on  the
yellow  capacitor.  The  Ebay
offer  gave no  other  details
and unfortunately the front
end wasn't  shown.  To give
an idea of the Motor's size it will be recalled that the hole pitch
is 8.5mm.

DITMAR  S4            [42/1260]

2. Snippet. ARCHITECTOR Clips  This French system (see
39/1194)  has  card  Panels  held  to  metal  Brackets  by  Clips.
Below a packet of said Clips labelled 'No.15 Attaches' and the

name  along  the  bottom  is  Fernand  Nathan,  a  Parisian
publishing house.

ARCHITECTOR  S2             [42/1260]

3. The DAN DARE Rocket Set  This outfit, with its smaller,
1½" Ø, nickelled body parts, is the least well known of the DD
sets (see 14/366), and below photos of it from Gary Higgins.

Above are the parts as in MCS (taken from the manual) and
the main ones are individually strung or clipped to the backing
card. All the Fins are red and the small triangular pair, #10 &
11, are either side of the 4 black Tubes.

DAN DARE  S2             [42/1260]
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